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Abstract 

A partial ordering P is said to have the weak Freese-Nation property (WFN) if there is a 
mapping f : P -+ [P] sNo such that, for any a, b E P, if a < b then there exists c E f(a) n f(b) 

such that a < c < h. In this note, we study the WFN and some of its generalizations. 
Some features of the class of Boolean algebras with the WFN seem to be quite sensitive to 

additional axioms of set theory: e.g. under CH, every ccc complete Boolean algebra has this 
property while, under b > NT, there exists no complete Boolean algebra with the WFN (Theorem 
6.2). 

1. Introduction 

In [lo], a Boolean algebra A is said to have the Frees-Nation property (FN, for 

short) if there exists an FN-mapping on A, i.e. a function f : A -+ [AlcNo such that 

(*) if a, b E A satisfy a < b, then a f c < b for some c E f(a) n f(b). 

This property is closely connected to the notion of freeness because of the following 

facts: (a) every free Boolean algebra A has the FN; to see this, fix a subset U of 

A generating A freely; then for b E A, let u(b) be a finite subset of U generating b 
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and f(b) the finite subalgebra of A generated by u(b). The Interpolation Theorem of 

propositional logic then tells us that (*) holds for this f. Moreover, we have: (b) if A 

has the FN, then so has every retract of A (see Lemma 2.7 below for a more general 

statement). From (a) and (b), it follows that: (c) every projective Boolean algebra has 

the FN. 

Historically, the FN was first considered by Freese and Nation in their paper [4] 

which gives a characterization of projective lattices. In particular, they proved that 

every projective lattice has the FN. 

The FN alone, however, is not equivalent to projectiveness, since, as Heindorf proved 

in [lo], a Boolean algebra A has the FN if and only if A is openly generated in the 

terminology given below (which is also used in [6]; in [lo] these Boolean algebras 

are called “rc-filtered”). The notion of open generatedness was introduced originally in 

a topological setting by SEepin [ 151. In the language of Boolean algebras, a Boolean 

algebra A is said to be openly generated if there exists a closed unbounded sub- 

set %? of [AlNo such that every C E V is a relatively complete subalgebra of A. 

SEepin found examples of openly generated Boolean algebras which are not projec- 

tive. 

In this paper, we continue the study of Boolean algebras with the following weak- 

ening of the Freese-Nation property, begun in [lo] or, to some extent, already in [ 151: 

a Boolean algebra A is said to have the weak Freese-Nation property ( WFN, for 

short) if there is a WFN mapping on A, that is, a mapping f : A + [AIGNO satisfy- 

ing the condition (*) above. We solve some open problems from [lo] in Sections 4 

and 5. 

Clearly the WFN makes perfect sense for arbitrary partial orderings and can be also 

generalized to any uncountable cardinal rc: we say that a structure A with a distin- 

guished partial ordering < (we shall call such A a partially ordered structure) has the 

K-FN if there is a K-FN mapping on A, that is, a mapping f : A ---t [A] CK satisfying 

the condition (*). In particular, the FN is the No-IN and the WFN is the Ni-FN. This 

generalization is also considered in the following sections. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we collect some basic facts on 

the K-FN and its connection to the K--embedding relation A d K B of partially ordered 

structures. In Section 3, we give some conditions equivalent to the JC-FN which are 

formulated in terms of elementary submodels, and existence of winning strategies in 

certain infinitary games respectively. The behavior of Boolean algebras with the K-FN 
with respect to the cardinal functions of independence, length and cellularity is studied 

in Section 4. In Sections 5-7, we deal with the question which members of the follow- 

ing classes of Boolean algebras have the WFN: interval algebras, power set algebras, 

complete Boolean algebras and _&,-free Boolean algebras. 

Our notation is standard. For unexplained notation and definitions on Boolean al- 

gebras, the reader may consult [ 131 and [14]. Some set theoretic notions and basic 

facts used here can be found in [I l] and/or [ 121. 

The authors would like to thank L. Heindorf for drawing their attention to the weak 

Freese-Nation property. 
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2. Ic-FreeseNation property and x-embedding of partially ordered structures 

In this section, we shall look at some basic properties of partially ordered structures 

with the K-FN. In the following, A,B, C etc. are always partially ordered structures for 

an arbitrary (but fixed) signature. Note that this setting includes the cases that A,B, C 

etc. are (a) Boolean algebras (with their canonical ordering) or (b) bare partially 

ordered sets without any additional structure. 

By the theorem of Heindorf mentioned above, every openly generated Boolean al- 

gebra has the WFN. But the class of Boolean algebras with the WFN contains many 

more Boolean algebras. This can be seen already in the following: 

Lemma 2.1. If IAl < K then A has the tc-FN. 

Proof. LetA={&: a < rc}.Themappingf:A-+[A]‘Kdefinedbyf(b,)={bg: 

fl d CI } for CI < K, is a JC-FN mapping on A. q 

For A, B such that A < B (i.e. A is a substructure of B) and b E B we write: 

A rb={aEA: a<b}, ATb={aEA: a>b}. 

A is a tc-substructure of B (or rc-subalgebra of B in case of Boolean algebras; nota- 

tion: A <, B) if A < B and, for every b E B, there is a cofinal subset U of A r b 
and a coinitial subset I/ of A r b both of cardinality less than K. For K = Ni we 

say also that A is a o-substructurelsubalgebra of B and denote it by A 6, B. For 

K = No, a tc-substructure/subalgebra A of B is also called a relatively complete sub- 
structurelsubalgebra) of B and this is denoted also by A 6, B. Note that, if < is 

lattice order on A, then A <, B holds if and only if, for all b E B, A 1 b has a cofinal 

subset U and A t b has a coinitial subset V consisting of a single element respectively. 

In this case these elements are called the lower and the upper projection of b on A 
and denoted by d(b) and d(b) respectively. Note also that, for Boolean algebras, to 

show that A d K B holds, it is enough to check that A 1 b is < x-generated for every 

b E B, by duality. 

The following lemma can be proved easily: 

Lemma 2.2. (a) If 2 d K and A <A B then A d K B. In particular, if A 6, B then 

A <,B. 
(b)IfA<.CandA<B<C thenA<,B. 
(c) For a regular cardinal IC, if A GK B and B GK C then A GK C. 

Lemma 2.3. (a) For a regular cardinal tc, tf B has the K-FN and A <, B then A also 
has the K-FN. 

(b) For a regular cardinal K, zf A dK B, B has the tc-FN and f is a K-FN mapping 
on A, then there is a K-FN mapping g on B extending f. 
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(c) if g is a u-FN mapping on B and C ,< B is closed with respect to g (i.e. 
g(c) 2 C holds for all c E C), then C GK B. 

Proof. For (a) and (b), let g : B 4 [B] <’ be a K-FN mapping on B and, for each 

b E B, let U(b) and V(b) be such that U(b) is a cofinal subset of A r b, V(b) is a 

coinitial subset of A t b and lU(b)l, 1 V(b)1 < K. 

(a): Let f be the mapping on A defined by 

f(a) = UC U(b) : b E da> 1. 

Since K is regular we have f(a) f [AlcK for every a E A. f is a K-FN mapping on A. 
To see this let a,a’ E A be such that a < a’. Then there is b E g(a) n g(a’) such that 

a d b < a’. Since U(b) is cofinal in A 1 b, there is c E U(b) (C f(a)n f (a’)) such that 

a 6 c. Since c d b we also have c < a’. Note that in this proof we only needed that 

one of U(b) and V(b) is of cardinality less than K for every b E B. 
(b): Let # be the mapping on B defined by 

f(b); ifbEA, 
S”(b) = 

g(b) u UC f cc> : c E U(b) U V(b) }; otherwise. 

Clearly f c g. @ is a K-FN mapping: since K is regular, we have G(b) E [B] <K 

for every b E B. Let b, b’ E B be such that b < b’. We want to show that there is 

c E g(b) fl i(b’) such that b < c d b’. If b, b’ E A or b, b’ E B \ A, this follows 

immediately from the definition of 6. Suppose that b E A and b’ E B\ A. Then there is 

d E U(b’) such that b 6 d. Hence there is c E f(b) n f (d) such that b < c 6 d holds. 

Since f(b) = g”(b) and f(d) C g(b’) by d E U(b’), it follows that c E g(b) n i(b’) 
and b < c d b’. The case, b E B \ A and b’ f A, can be treated similarly. 

(c): Let C < B be closed with respect to g. For b E B, let U = g(b) n (C 1 b) and 

V = g(b) n (C T b). Then clearly U and V are of cardinality < K. We show that U 
is cofinal in C 1 b : if c d b for some c E C then there is e E g(c) n g(b) such that 

c d e < b holds. Since g(c) C C, we have e E C 1 b. Hence e E U. Similarly we can 

also show that V is coinitial in C t b. 0 

As already mentioned in the introduction, the Boolean algebras with the FN prop- 

erty are exactly the openly generated Boolean algebras [lo]. Hence it follows from 

the next lemma that, if (BE),<6 is a continuously increasing chain of openly gener- 

ated Boolean algebras such that B, G d B,+I for every a < 6, then UacS B, is also 

openly generated. The original proof of this fact in [ 151 employed very complicated 

combinatorial arguments, while our proof below and also the proof of the character- 

ization of openly generated Boolean algebras as those with the FN property is quite 

elementary. 

Lemma 2.4. Suppose that K is a regular cardinal, 6 a limit ordinal and (Bdl)aGa a 
continuously increasing chain such that B, GK Ba+l for all a < 6. Then 
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(a)B,<.Bgforeverycc</?<o. 
(b) If B, has the tc-FN for every c1 < 6, then Ba also has the tc-FN. 

Proof. (a): By induction on jI, using Lemma 2.2(c) for successor steps. 

(b): By Lemma 2.3(b), we can construct a continuously increasing sequence (f a)G(<6 

such that for each c( < 6, f a is a K-FN mapping on B,. f s = UaC6 f U is then a K-FN 

mapping on Bs. 17 

Lemma 2.5. Suppose that p < K, cf(p) < cf(rc) and (Ba)aEP is an increasing sequence 

of ic-substructures of B. Then UorEp B, is also a tc-substructure of B. 

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that p = cf(p) holds. For b E B 

let U,(b) be a cofinal subset 

cardinality less than K. Then 

and V(b) = UaEP V,(b) is a 

have lU(b)l, IV(b)1 < K. El 

Lemma 2.6. Suppose that K 

of B, 1 b and V,(b) a coinitial subset of B t b both of 

U(b) = UmEP U,(b) is a cofinal subset of (lJ,,, Ba) 1 b 

coinitial subset of (l-l,,, B,) r b. Since ~1 < cf(K), we 

is a regular cardinal, 6 a limit ordinal and (An)a<g an 

increasing chain such that A, <K A,+1 for all c( < 6 and A, = lJaCy A, for all limit 
y < 6 with cf(y) 3 K. Let A = UatG A,. Zf A, has the K-FN for every CI < 6, then 
A also has the K-FN. 

Proof. Let (Ba)aGs be defined by 

B, = 
{ 

A. 

Cj;</fl: 

if ct is a successor or of cofinality 3 K, 

otherwise. 

Then (Ba)olGd is continuously increasing, Bd = A and B, < K BE+1 for all a < 6: for a 

limit CI < 6 with cf(a) < K, this follows from Lemma 2.5. 

Hence, using Lemma 2.4(b), we can show by induction that B, has the K-FN for 

every a d 6. 17 

Lemma 2.7. Suppose that there are order preserving mappings i : A -+ B and j : B -+ 
A such that j o i = idA. Zf B has the K-FN, then A also has the K-FN. In particular, 
for Boolean algebras A, B, tf A is a retract of B and B has the K-FN, then A also 

has the K-FN. 

Proof. Let g : B + [B]<“ be a K-FN mapping on B and f be the mapping on A 

defined by f(a) = j[g(i(a))]. We show that f is a K-FN mapping on A. Clearly 

f(a) E MCK for every a E A. Suppose that a,a’ E A are such that a < a’. Then we 

have i(a) < i(a’). Hence there is b E g(i(a)) n g(i(a’)) such that i(a) < b < ifa’). It 

follows that 

a = j o i(a) <j(b) < j o i(a’) = a’ 

and j(b) E f(a) n f (a’). 0 
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3. Characterizations of partially ordered structures with the weak Freese-Nation 

property 

For a partially ordered structure B, let us say that a regular cardinal x is sufficiently 

large if the nth power of B, Y’(B), is in XX for every n E o, where XX is the set 

of every sets of hereditary of cardinality less than x. 

Proposition 3.1. For a regular K and a partially ordered structure B, the following 
are equivalent: 

(1) B has the K-FN, 
(2) For some, or equivalently, any suficiently large x, ifA4 + PX = (SX,g) is 

such that B EM, KCM and IA4 = K then BnA4 <,B holds; 
(3) ( C E [B]” : C <K B) contains a club set; 
(4) There exists a partial ordering I = (I, <) and an indexed family (Bi)icI of 

substructures of B of cardinality K such that 
(i) { Bi : i E I } is cojnal in ([BIK, Q, 

(ii) I is directed and for any i, j E I, if i d j then Bi < Bj, 
(iii) for every well-ordered I’ s I of cofinality < K, i’ = sup I’ exists and Bij = 

UiE1, Bi holds, and 
(iv) Bi <, B holds for every i E I. 

Proof. (1) + (2): Let f be a K-FN mapping on B. Since x is sufficiently large for B, 
we have B, f E XX. Let M % H, be such that B E M, K CM and IMI = K. Then 

there is a K-FN mapping f’ on B in M. Clearly B n M is closed with respect to f ‘. 
Hence it follows by Lemma 2.3 that B n M Q K B. 

(2) =+ (3): Clear. 

(3) =+ (4): Let I C{ C E [BIK : C Q K B } be a club subset of [BIK with the substruc- 

ture relation. For A E I, let BA = A. Then (I, <) and (BA)~E~ satisfy the conditions 

in (4). 

(4) + (1): We prove this in the following two claims. Let I and (Bi)iEI be as 

in (4). For a directed I’ C I, let B,, = UiE,, Bi. 

Claim 3.1.1. If I’ C I is directed, then B,l GK B. 

Proof. Otherwise there is b E B such that either BII 1 b does not have any cofinal 

subset of cardinality less than K or BI, T b does not have any coinitial subset of car- 

dinality less than rc. For simplicity, let us assume the first case. Then there exists an 

increasing sequence (Ia)a < K of directed subsets of I’ of cardinality less than K such that 

Bf, 1 b is not cofinal in B,*+, r b. By (iii), i, = sup& exists and Bia = Bl, holds for 

every ct < K. (idoECK is an increasing sequence in I. Hence, again by (iii), there exists 

i’ = SUP~<~ oL i and Bi* = U,,, BiX. By (iv), Bi* <, B. But by the construction, Bi* / b 
cannot have any cofinal subset of cardinality less than JC. This is a contradiction. This 

proves the claim. 0 
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Claim 3.1.2. Zf I’ 2 Z is directed, then Bp has the K-FN. 

Proof. We prove the claim by induction on 11’1. If 11’1 f K, we have [BP 1 = K. Hence, 

by Lemma 2.1, Bp has the rc-FN. Assume that (I’\ = 1 > JC and that we have proved 

the claim for every directed I” C Z with )I”1 < A. Take a continuously increasing 

sequence (Za)a<cf(l) of directed subsets of I’ such that jZ,l < 2 for every GI < cf(1) and 

Z’ = U*<cf(l) Z,. (BI~),,~~(A) is then a continuously increasing sequence of substructures 

of BI/ and BP = Ua<cfcAj BI,. By the induction hypothesis, BI= has the JC-FN and, by 

Claim 3.1.1, we have BIG d K B. Hence, by Lemma 2.4(b), Bp has also the rc-FN. This 

proves the claim. 0 

Now by applying Claim 3.1.2 to I’ = I, we can conclude that B = BI has the 

K-FN. q 

Now we give yet another characterization of partially ordered structures with the 

K-FN by means of a game. This characterization will be used later in the proof of 

Propositions 4.1, 7.3, etc. For a partially ordered structure B, let ‘2?(B) be the following 

game played by Players I and II: in a play in W(B), Players I and II choose subsets 

X, and Y, of B of cardinality less than K alternately for a < K such that 

xocYoc_x,cYi&~.. CX,CY,C...~X~&Y&q~... 

for a d /I < rc. So a play in P(B) looks like 

Player I : &XI,. . . ,X,, . . . 

Player II : Yo, Yi,. . , Y,, . . . 

where o! < K. Player II wins the play if lJE<,Xx = lJ,,, Y, is a rc-substructure of 

B. Let us call a strategy r for Player II simple if, in r, each Y, is decided from the 

information of the set X, LB alone (i.e. also independent of a). 

For a sufficiently large x (with respect to B), an elementary submodel A4 of Xx 

is said to be VK-like if, either K = No and M is countable, or there is an increasing 

sequence (Z& )a < K of elementary submodels of M of cardinality less than JC such that 

K E M,,i for all c( < K and M = U,,, M,. If M is VK-like, we say that a sequence 

(M,),,, as above witnesses the VK-likeness of M. The notion of V,-like elementary 

submodels of Xx is a weakening of internally approachable elementary submodels in- 

troduced in [3]. An elementary submodel M of Xx is said to be internally approachable 

if M is the union of continuously increasing sequence (M,),,. of smaller elementary 

submodels such that (Mg)p Ga E M,+l for every u < rc. The main reason of the use of 

V,-like elementary submodels here instead of internally approachable ones is the fol- 

lowing Lemma 3.2(b) which seems to be false in general for internally approachable 

elementary submodels. 

Lemma 3.2. (a) If M is a V,-like elementary submodel of %, such that K E M, then 
K CM holds. Hence, if x is of cardinality less or equal to K and x E M then we have 
X&M. 
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(b) If (Nab<, is an increasing sequence of V,-like elementary submodels of zx, 
then M = U,,, N, is also a V,Jike elementary submodel of Xz. 

Proof. (a): Let (M,),,. witness the VK-likeness of M. Assume that K $ M. Let 

as=min{aEic: a$M}. 

Then we have t10 c M. Let 

a1 = min{ c( Q IC : ~10 d cc, a E M }. 

Since CIO is of cardinality less than K, there exists c( < K such that ~10 CM,. Then 

we have c11 E M,+i. Since M, E M,+i, ~(0 = { p E M, : B < u.1 } is an element of 

A4,+i CM. This is a contradiction. Hence we have IC CM. 

If x is of cardinality less or equal to JC and x E M, then there is a surjection 

f : K + x in M. Since K CM, it follows that x = f [tc] CM. 
(b): It is clear that M is an elementary submodel of #X. To prove that M is V,-like, 

let M = { rrzr : 5 < K} and, for each a < K, let (N,,p)bCK be an increasing sequence 

of elementary submodels of Xx of cardinality less than K witnessing the V,-likeness 

of N,. Since N,,J E N, C M and lJsCK N,,p = N,, we can choose UC, Br < rc for 5 < K 

inductively such that 

(a) (NEc,ps )tiK is an increasing sequence, 

(b) N,,,be E NoLI+,,~i+, holds for every 5 < K and 

(c) rnt E N,,,bC for every 5 < K. 

Then (NUc,ac )g < K witnesses the V,-likeness of M. 0 

Proposition 3.3. For regular u and a partially ordered structure B, the following are 
equivalent: 

( 1) B has the tc-FN, 
(2) Player ZZ has a simple winning strategy in $T(B); 
(3) For some, or equivalently any, s@ciently large x, tf” M < Xx is V,-like 

such thatB,tcEM, thenBnM<, B. 

Proof. Assume that K is uncountable (for JC = NO, the proof is easier than the following 

one and given in [7]). 

(l)=+(2): Let f : B -+ [BICK be a K-FN mapping on B. Then Player II can win by 

the following strategy: in the ath move, Player II chooses Y, so that X, & Y, and Y, is 

a substructure of B of cardinality less than K closed under f. After K moves, U,,, Y, 

is a substructure of B closed under f. Hence, by Lemma 2.3(c), it is a rc-substructure 

of B. 
(2) +(3): Let M be a V,-like elementary submodel of %X such that B, JC E M. 

We have to show that B n M d K B. Let (M a ) a<K witness the V,-likeness of M. With- 

out loss of generality we may assume that B E MO. By MO 4 Xx, there is a sim- 

ple winning strategy r E MO for Player II in gK(B) (hence r E ME for every CI < 

K). Let (&,Y,),,, be the play in gK(B) such that at his clth move, Player I took 
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B n A& for some g, < rc and Player II played always according to r. Such a game 

is possible since if Player I chooses B n MtQ at his ath move, then B fl i%, E ?&+I. 

Hence Player II’s move Y, taken according to r is also an element of MC,+,. Since 

Y, is of cardinality less than K, we have Y, CM by Lemma 3.2(a). Hence there is 

some &+I > 5, such that Y, C Mg,+, . Thus Player I may take B n Mgz+, at his next 

move. 

Now we have BnM = Bn(l&_ Mg, ) GK B since r was a winning strategy of 

Player II. 

(3)*(l): Let 

%‘= {M:/MI=k,M. IS a union of an increasing sequence 

of V,-like elementary submodels of 2, such that B, K E M}. 

Then it is easy to see that V is club in [XX]“. Hence %” = { BnM : M E Q? } contains 

a club subset of [BIK. By Proposition 3.1(3), it follows from the claim below that B 
has the rc-FN. 

Claim 3.3.1. B n M <, B holds for every M E W. 

Proof. If M E %? is union of a sequence (Ma), <P of I’,-like elementary submodels of 

XX for some p < K such that B, K E MO, then we have B fl M, 6 K B for every a < p 

by (3). Hence we have BnM = U,,,(BnM,) <K B by Lemma 2.5. If M E ‘49 is the 

union of a K--chain of V,-like elementary submodels of XX, then it follows by Lemma 

3.2(b) that M itself is V,-like. Hence we have B n M d K B by the assumption. This 

proves the claim and the proposition. 0 

Under 2’K = K, Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 can be yet improved. This is because of 

the following fact: 

Lemma 3.4. Assume that K is a regular cardinal such that 2’K = tc. Let B be a par- 
tially ordered structure, x be suficiently large for B and M C Xx. Then the following 
are equivalent: 

(1) M is a V,-like elementary submodel of Xx such that B, K E M; 
(2) M 4 Xx, IMI = K, B, K E M and [MICK CM. 

Proof. For K = No, this is clear. Assume that K is uncountable. 

( 1) + (2): Let M be a V,-like elementary submodel of px and let (M,),,, be an 

increasing sequence of elementary submodels of XX witnessing the V,-likeness of M. 
It is enough to show that [MJCK C: M holds for every a < K. By M, E M, we have 

[MJCK E M. By 2<‘( = tc, [M,]IK has cardinality rc. Hence, by Lemma 3.2(a), it 

follows that [MJK C M. 
(2) a(l): Suppose that M + Zx, [MI = tc, B E M and [MICKcM. Let M = 

{ m, : GI < K }. Then we can construct inductively an increasing sequence (Ma)u<K 
of elementary submodels of M of cardinality less than fc such that Mol,ma E ME+1 for 
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every c( < rc. This is possible since at clth step of the inductive construction, we have 

that M, is a subset of A4 of cardinality less than K. By [A41iK CM, it follows that 

A4, E M. So by the downward Lowenheim-Skolem Theorem, we can take Mu+1 + M 
such that JM,+lI < K and M,, m, E ME+,. At a limit y < K we take UorcyMa. Then 

(M,),<, witnesses the V,-likeness of M 0 

Proposition 3.5. Assume that K is a regular cardinal such that 2<K = K. Then for a 
partially ordered structure B, the following are equivalent: 

(1) B has the K-FN; 
(2) For su$ficiently large x andfor all M -X Z’“,, ifB E M, /MI = K and [M]<‘( CM, 

then B n M GK B holds; 
(3) Player II has a winning strategy in $V(B). 

Proof. (1) @ (2): By Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.3. 

(1) * (3): follows from Proposition 3.3. 

(3)=%(2): Let M be as in (2) and let B n M = {b, : c1 < K}. By (3), there 

is a winning strategy z E M of Player II in V(B). Let (X,, Y,),,, be a play in 

W(B) such that Player I chooses X, so that IX,] < K and b, E X,, and Player II 

played always according to r. Such a game is possible since, by [MlcK GM, at Player 

II’s c&h innings, she has (X0, Yc,. . ,X,) E M. Hence her move Y, taken according 

to r will be also an element of M. Since 1 Y,l < K, Y, is a subset of M. Now we 

have U,, L = U,,, X, = B fl M. Since z was a winning strategy, we also have 

BnM = u,<,X, <,B. q 

We can also consider the following variant of the game W(B): for cardinals JC, 

1 such that 2 < K and a partially ordered structure B, 9!(B) is the game just like 

V(B) except that Player II wins in B;(B) if and only if U,_,,X, Q 1 B. As in Propo- 

sitions 3.1,3.3, we can prove the implication (A) + (B) j(C) j(D) for the following 

assertions for regular K, J.. 

(A) For every sufficiently large x and M 4 Xx of cardinal@ K with B E M, we 
have BnM GAB. 

(B) Player II has a simple winning strategy in Y;(B). 
(C) For every sufficiently large x and M + ,Xx, if M is V,-like then B n M <A B. 
(D) Player II has a winning strategy in B:(B). 
(E) For any sufficiently large x and M + Xx of cardinality K such that B E M and 

[McKCM, BnM Q~B] holds. 

For the implication (A)+(B), we fix an expansion of &, by Skolem functions. 

For xc ZX, let i(x) be the Skolem hull of x. We may take the Skolem hull operation 

so that B E h”(0) holds. Player II then wins if she takes Y, such that X, G Y, and 

&Y,) n B = Y, hold in each of her txth innings for tl < rc. By the same idea, we can 

also prove the equivalence of (B) and (C), if we allow Player II to remember her last 

move in her simple winning strategy in (B). By Lemma 3.4, we have (C) w (D) @ (E) 

under 2<K = K. 
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4. Cardinal functions on Boolean algebras with the weak Freese-Nation property 

In [lo] it is shown that, for any openly generated Boolean algebra (i.e. Boolean 

algebra with the FN), the cardinal functions (those studied in [14], possibly except 

the topological density d) have the same value as for the free Boolean algebra of 

the same cardinality, as follows obviously from Lemma 2.1. Later we shall see some 

more examples of Boolean algebras with the WFN which behave quite differently from 

free Boolean algebras with respect to cardinal functions. Nevertheless, there are some 

restrictions on the values of cardinal functions on Boolean algebras with the WFN. 

Proposition 4.1. For every partially ordered structure B, if tc+ + 1 or (tcf + l)* is 
(order isomorphic) embeddable into B then B does not have the K-FN. In particular, 
for every Boolean algebra with the K-FN, we have Depth(B) 6 IC. 

Proof. Suppose that i : K+ + 1 + B is an embedding (the case for (K+ + 1 )* can be 

handled similarly). Let j : B -+ tc+ + 1 be defined by 

j(b) = sup{ CI : i(a) < b } 

for b E B. Then j is order preserving and j o i = id,++, holds. Hence, by Lemma 2.7, 

the following claim proves the proposition: 

Claim 4.1.1. (K’ + 1, G) does not have the tc-FN. 

Proof. Player I wins a game in YK(rc+ + 1) if he chooses X, at his cr’th move such 

that sup& \ {K’ } > supUBia Yb \ { rc+ } holds. By Proposition 3.3, it follows that 

(rc+ + 1, < ) does not have the K-FN. Note that for the implication (1) + (2) in Propo- 

sition 3.3 used here, we do not need the assumption of regularity of K. This proves 

the claim and the proposition. 0 

Theorem 4.2. For a regular cardinal tc, if a Boolean algebra B has the tc-FN, A = A<” 
and X c B is of cardinality > 2 then there is an independent Y C X of cardinality 
> 2. 

Proof. Essentially the same argument as the following one has been used in [ 16, 

Section 41. 

Let f be a K-FN mapping on B. Let (as)a<i+ be a sequence of elements of X 

such that, letting Bs be the closure of { ay : y < 6 } with respect to f and the 

Boolean operations, as # Bs holds for every 6 < ;I+. By Lemma 2.3, (c), we have 

Ba 6, B for every 6 < J.+. Let S = { 6 < A+ : cf(6) 3 K }. For each 6 E S, let IS 

and Js be cofinal subsets of Bs t ah and Bs r -a~ respectively, both of cardinality less 

than K. Let 

46) = (4, Js ). 
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By Fodor’s lemma and J. = A<“, there is a stationary T C S such that h r T is constant, 

say h(6) = (Z,J) for all 6 E T. Let 

6*=min{6 <I,+: Z,.ZcBd}. 

Without loss of generality we may assume that 6* < 6 holds for every 6 E T. Let 

L={bEBb*: b 6 i+j for all iEZ,jE.Z}. 

Then we have 

(1) 1 E L (since, by aa 6 Bs* for any 6 E T, I UJ generates a proper ideal of Ba*). 
In particular we have L # 8; 

(2) If b E L and k E Z UJ then b. -k E L. 
Now, by (1) above, the following claim shows that { aa : 6 E T } is independent. 

Since ITI = I.+, this proves the theorem. 

Claim 4.2.1. Zf b E L and p is an elementary product over aso,. . .,as,_, for 6i E T 
such that 60 < ... < 6,_1 (i.e. p is of the form (ub,,)ro . . . . . (ah,_, )‘“-I for some 
zi E 2, i < n) then b ’ p # 0. Here, for a Boolean algebra B, b E B and i E 2, we 
define (b)’ by 

(b)’ = 
b; ifi = 1, 

-6; if i = 0. 

Proof. By induction on n. For n = 0, this is trivial since 0 # L. Assume that the 

claim holds for n. Let 60,. . . ,6, E T be such that 6s < .. .6,_1 < 6, and let p 
be an arbitrary elementary product over as,, . . ., u6,_, . Let b E L. By the induction 

hypothesis, we have b ’ p # 0. We have to show that b. p ’ a6, # 0 and b. p. -as, # 0. 

Toward a contradiction, assume that b . p . aa” = 0 holds. Then b . p < - ah,. Since 

b.p E B6., we can find j E J suchthat b.p,(j. Hence (b.--j).p = 0. Since 

b. -j E L by (2) above, this is a contradiction to the induction hypothesis. Similarly, 

from b . p. -ad, = 0, it follows that (b . -i) . p = 0 for some i E Z which again is a 

contradiction to (2). This proves the claim. 0 

The next corollary gives a positive answer to a problem by L. Heindorf. 

Corollary 4.3. For a regular cardinal IC, tf a Boolean algebra B has the K-FN then 
IBI < Ind(B)<K. In particular, for an openly generated Boolean algebra B, IBI = 
Ind(B) holds ([lo]). For a Boolean algebra B with the WFN, we have IBI 6 Ind(B)NO. 

Proof. Assume that B has the rc-FN but IBI > Ind(B)‘% holds. Then by Ind(B)‘” = 

(Ind(B)<K)<K, we have Ind(B) > Ind(B)“( by Theorem 4.2. But this is impossible. 0 

In Corollary 4.3 the equality is attained for every regular rc. For the case of K = Ni, 

the simplest example to see this would be Zntalg (R) (see Proposition 5.1 below). 

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2: 
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Corollary 4.4. ([lo] for JC < Nt ) Let tc be a regular cardinal. Zf a Boolean algebra 
B has the JC-FN, then c(B) < 2CK and Length(B) < 2’K. 

5. Interval algebras and power set algebras 

Proposition 5.1. (a) For p E Ord, Zntalg(p) has the IC-FN zf and only tf p < tc+. 
(b) Zntalg(R) has the WFN. 
(c) For a totally ordered set X, Zntalg(X) has the tc-FN tf and only tfX has the 

K-FN. 
(d) Assume that IC is a regular cardinal. For a linearly ordered set X, tfZntaZg(X) 

(hence, by (c), also X) has the tc-FN then 1x1 < 2’K. 

Proof. For b E ZntaZg(X), let ep(b) be the set of end points of b, i.e. 

ep(b) = {Xi : i < 2n). 

where b = i]lCn[x~~,x2j+~) in the standard representation. 

(a): For p < K+, ZntaZg(p) has cardinality less or equal to rc. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, 

ZntaZg(p) has the JC-FN. If p > rc+, Zntalg(p) does not have the rc-FN by Proposition 

4.1. 

(b): For all b E Zntalg(R), the mapping defined by 

g(b) = {c E ZntaZg(R) : ep(c) c Q U ep(b) }. 

is a WFN-mapping on Zntalg(R). 
(c): If f : X + [XlcK is a rc-FN mapping on X then g : ZntaZg(X) -+ [ZntaZg(X)]“( 

defined by 

g(b) = { c E ZntalgV) : q(c) G U f [ep(b)l ) 

is a K-FN mapping on Zntalg(X). Conversely, if g is a rc-FN mapping on ZntaZg(X), 
then f : X + [X] <’ defined by 

f(x) = UC ep(b) : b E d(-~, x)> 1 

is a K-FN mapping on X. 

(d): We have Ind(ZntaZg(X)) = No (see e.g. [13] Corollary 15.15.) Hence, by 

Corollary 4.3, 1x1 d ]ZntaZg(X)I $ 2<K holds if X (or equivalently Zntalg(X)) has 

the K - FN. 0 

Note that Lemma 5.1(c) is not true for tree algebras: e.g. for any cardinal I such that 

il > 2NQ, the tree (K, 8) has the WFN but TreeaZg((tc, 8)) does not by Corollary 4.4. 

For any sets x, y we say that x is a subset of y modulo < K (notation: x C <K v) 

if Ix \ y] < rc holds. The following lemma is well-known: 
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Lemma 5.2. Suppose that K is a regular uncountable cardinal. 

(a) If (uOLkK is a sequence of non-stationary subsets of tc then there exists a 
non-stationary u C tc such that u, c <K u holds for all M. < K. 

(b) There exists a strictly C,, -increasing sequence of elements of Y(K) of order 
type tc+. 

Proof. (a): For each c1 < K, let c, E P’(K) be a club subset of IC such that u, nc, = 0. 
Let U&L be a strictly, continuously increasing sequence in K such that /IoL E Qta cg 

for every CI < K. Then IC \ { /Ia : LX < K } is as desired. 

(b): We can construct a &,-increasing sequence (u,),<, of elements of 9’(k) 

inductively so that u, is non-stationary for every CI < K: for a successor step let u,+i 

be the union of u, and any non-stationary subset of K \ u, of cardinality less than K. 

For a limit 6 < JC+ with cf(6) = 1 < K, we choose increasing (6~)~<2 such that 

6 = l_lB<n6b, and let US = lJBcl uga. For limit 6 < IC+ with cf(6) = K, we can take 

an appropriate us using (a). 0 

Proposition 5.3. Suppose that K is a regular uncountable cardinal, Then 
(a) ~(K)/[Ic]‘~ does not have the tc-FN. 
(b) P(K) does not have the tc-FN. 

Proof. (a): By Lemma 5.2(b), (K+, <) is embeddable into s?(K)/[K]<~. Hence, by 

Proposition 4.1, .~(K)/[K]~ does not have the K-FN. 

(b): Let x be sufficiently large and let A4 < Xox be V,-like such that K E M (and 

hence also P(K) E M). Let (M,),,, be an increasing sequence of elementary sub- 

models of M of cardinality less than K witnessing the V,-likeness of M. We construct 

a sequence (u,),<, of non-stationary subsets of K inductively such that ua E M,+r, 

UC<, u, and Jua \ uj = K hold for every non-stationary u E P(K) I? M,. This is possi- 

ble since A4, E M%+i. By Lemma 5.2(a), there is a non-stationary u* E P’(K) such that 

u, C: <I( U* holds for every a < K. Clearly (I rl M) 1 u* is not generated by any 

subset of cardinality less than K. Hence, by Proposition 3.3, it follows that P(K) does 

not have the K-FN. 0 

By Proposition 5.3, it follows that 9(01) does not have the WFN. In contrast to 

this, the statement “9(w) has the WFN” is independent from ZFC or even from 

ZFC + -CH. For x E 9(o), let us denote by [x] the equivalence class of x modulo 

Jin (the ideal of finite subsets of 0). 

Lemma 5.4. Y(w) has the WFN $ and only if .Y(o)/fin in has the WFN. 

Proof. If g is a WFN mapping on 9(w), then g’ : S(w)/jn + [9’(o)/‘n]“No defined 

by 

d(bl) = UC { [VI : Y E g(z) 1 : z E P(o), kl = [xl 1 

for x E 9(o), is a WFN mapping on P(w)/fin. 
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If f is a WFN mapping on S(o)/“n, then f’ : 9(o) -+ [P(w)] G No defined by 

f’(x) = {z: kl E f<[xl>> 

for x E 9(o), is a WFN mapping on Y(o). q 

Proposition 5.5. (a) (CH) Y(o) has the WFN. 

(b) In the generic extension of a model of ZFC + CH by adding less that N, 
many Cohen reals (by standard Cohen forcing), L??‘(W) still has the WFN. In partic- 
ular, the assertion “MA(Cohen) + -CH + 9(o) has the WFN” is consistent. Here 
MA(Cohen) stands for Martin’s axiom restricted to partial orderings of the form 
Fn( K, 2). 

(c) If b 2 Nz, then P(o) does not have the WFN. 

Proof. (a): Since In\ = Ni under CH, the claim follows from Lemma 2.1. 

(b): This follows from Theorem 6.3 below. 

(c): By Lemma 5.4, it is enough to show that S(o)/fin does not have the WFN. 

But under b > l-42, (~1, <) can be embedded into P(o)/fin. Hence, by Proposition 

4.1, P(o)/f in does not have the WFN. 0 

Note that, by Proposition 5.5(c), the statement ‘Y(w) has the WFN” is not consistent 

with MA(a-centered) + -CH. 

6. Complete Boolean algebras 

Lemma 6.1. For Boolean algebras A, B and regular tc, tf A d B, A is complete (but 
not necessarily a complete subalgebra of B) and B has the u-FN, then A also has 
the u-FN. 

Proof. By Sikorski’s Extension Theorem, there is a homomorphism j from B to A 
such that j 1 A = idA. Hence the claim of the lemma follows from Lemma 2.7. 0 

Theorem 6.2. (a) If b 3 HZ, then no infinite complete Boolean algebra has the WFN. 
(b) For regular tc, no complete Boolean algebra without the u-cc has the K-FN. 
(c) Zf K is regular and 2<‘( = tc, then every u-cc complete Boolean algebra has the 

u-FN. 

Proof. (a): If B is complete, then Y(o) is embeddable into B. Hence, by Proposition 

5.5(c) and Lemma 6.1, B does not have the WFN. 

(b): If B is complete and not u-cc, then 9(u) is embeddable into B. Hence, by 

Proposition 5.3(b) and Lemma 6.1, B does not have the rc-FN. 

(c): Assume that B has the K-CC. Let x be sufficiently large and let M + XX 

be such that (Ml = u, B E M and [M] <K CM hold. Then B fl M is a u-complete 
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subalgebra of B. By the K-CC of B it follows that B fl M is complete subalgebra of B. 
Hence B f~ A4 GrC B holds. By Proposition 3.5 it follows that B has the K-FN. 0 

By (b) and (c) in Theorem 6.2, under CH, a complete Boolean algebra B has the 

WFN if and only if B satisfies the ccc. This assertion still holds partially in the model 

obtained by adding Cohen reals to a model of CH: 

Theorem 6.3. Suppose that V + “ZFC + CH “. Let I be a cardinal in V such that 

v k “ 1 < N, “. Let P = Fn(&2) and let G be a V-generic Jilter over P. For 

B E V[G] such that V[G] + “B is ccc complete Boolean algebra”, if there is a 

Boolean algebra A E V such that B = ?[” (where ?[” denotes the completion of 

A in V[G]), then we have: V[G] /= “B has the WFN”. 

For the proof of Theorem 6.3 we need the following lemma: 

Lemma 6.4. Let V be a ground model and P = Fn(S,2) for some S E V. Let G be 

V-generic over P and A E V be such that 

V k “A is a ccc complete Boolean algebra “. 

Then, we have. 
(a) if Y E V is such that 

V k “ Y is a o-directed family of subsets of S and U Y = S ” 

--V[Gl then A = U{;i”[G” : T E Y} where GT = G n Fn(T,2); 

(b) For a Boolean algebra B in V[G], if V[G] k “A d B”, V[G] b “A is a dense 
subalgebra of B “, then V[G] k “A GO B “. 

Proof. (a): If b E ?“’ then, by the ccc of A, there is a countable X CA (27 E V[G]) 

such that b = C2”‘G’ X. Hence, by the ccc of Fn(S,2) (in V), there is a name d of b 
in which only countably many elements of Fn(S,2) appear. Let T E Y be such that 

every element of Fn(S,2) appearing in 6 is contained in Fn(T,2). Then b E V[GT], 

hence b E AY’Gr’. 
(b): It is enough to show that V[G] /= “A <OAv’G”‘. Let b E A”“‘. Then, as in 

the proof of (a), there exists a countable X CS (in V) such that b E V[Gx] where 

GX = G n Fn(X,2). Let & be an Fn(X, 2) name of b. In V[G], let 

I = { CA{ c E A : p )I- ~~(~2)“c < d,‘} : p E Gx }. 

Then I is countable and generates A r b. 0 

Proof of Theorem 6.3. It is enough to show the following assertion for all ccc Boolean 

algebras A in V and for all n E cc): 

(*)n If H is V - generic over Fn(N,,2) then AV’H1 has the WFN in V[H]. 
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For n < 1, V[H] still satisfies the CH. Hence, by Theorem 6.2(c), lVIH1 has the WFN 

in V[H]. Now suppose that n > 1 and we have shown (*)m for all m < n. Let H be 

a V-generic filter over Fn(N,,2). For each CI < N,, let H, = H nFn(a,2). Then by the 

induction hypothesis and Lemma 6.4(a) and (b), the sequence (~y’“l)aln,z satisfies 
--V[Hl 

the conditions of Lemma 2.6. Hence A = Uz<n, JV’HJ has the WFN in V[H]. q 

Corollary 6.6. The assertion “every Cohen algebra has the WFN” is consistent with 
MA(Cohen) + XH. 

7. Lc0, -free Boolean algebras 

A Boolean algebra B is called LOOK-free if B -_L,, Fr K, i.e. if B is elementary 

equivalent to Fr rc in the infinitary logic L,,. B is L,,-projective if B SL,, C for 

some projective C. It is easily seen that if B is L,,-projective then B $ Fr K is L,,- 
free. In [9] it is shown that for every K, there exists an Lw~,-free Boolean algebra B 
which does not satisfy the K-CC. By Corollary 4.4, it follows that 

Proposition 7.1. For any JC, there exists an L,,,N,-free Boolean algebra which does 
not have the K-FN. 

On the other hand, we show in Corollary 7.4 below that every ccc Lm~, -free Boolean 

algebra has the WFN. Let us begin with the following lemma: 

Lemma 7.2. rf B satisJes the ccc and (A,),<, is an increasing sequence of relatively 
complete subalgebras of B with cf(rc) > o then U1<KA, Grc B holds. 

Proof. Suppose not. Then there is some b E B without projection on U,,, A,. Then, 

for ~1 = cf(rc), we can construct an increasing sequence of ordinals (yp)~<~ such that 

yp < K and p$ (b) < &,;,,+, (b) holds for every /? < p. But this is impossible since 

B satisfies the ccc. q 

Proposition 7.3. If a Boolean algebra B satisfies the ccc and { C : C < Tc B, /Cl = NO } 
is cojinal in [BIN0 then B has the WFN. 

Proof. By Proposition 3.3, it is enough to show that Player II has a simple winning 

strategy in 5!?“‘(B). By Lemma 7.2, Player II wins if he takes Y, 3 X, in his clth move 

such that Y, <,, B holds (actually this is a simple winning strategy of Player II in 

$$(B)). 0 

Corollary 7.4. Every ccc Look,-projective Boolean algebra B has the WFN. 

Proof. Let B be a ccc J!,~N, -projective Boolean algebra. The statement “{ C : C d Tc B, 
ICI = NO } is cofinal in [BIN”” can be formulated in Lrn~, and is true in any projective 
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Boolean algebra. Hence it is also true in B. By Proposition 7.3, it follows that B has 

the WFN. 0 

Since the ccc is expressible in LOOK? and it is true in any projective Boolean algebra, 

every LOO~Z-projective Boolean algebra satisfies the ccc. Hence, by Corollary 7.4 every 

LOOn2-projective Boolean algebra has the WFN. Under Axiom R we can obtain a 

stronger result. Recall that Axiom R is the following statement: 

(Axiom R): For any 2 2 N2 with uncountable cojinality, stationary Y CIAINO and 
a T C[21Nl which is closed under union of increasing chains of order type ~1, there 
exists an X E T such that Y rl [XINO is stationary in [XINo. 

Axiom R follows from MM ([l]) but its consistency with CH can be also shown 

under a supercompact cardinal. The following theorem was proved in [6] (see also [7]): 

Theorem 7.5. (Axiom R) Every LOO~2-projective Boolean algebra B has the FN. 

The theorem above is not provable in ZFC: under V = L, we can obtain a counter- 

example to Theorem 7.5 ([7]). In contrast to Corollary 7.4, we have the following: 

Proposition 7.6. For any cardinal tc, there is a subalgebra of Fr K+ without the K-FN. 

Proof. The topological dual to the Boolean algebra B below is considered in Engelking 

[2] to show that there exists a non-projective subalgebra of a free Boolean algebra (in 

the language of topology, this means that there exists a dyadic space which is not a 

Dugundji space). 

Let X be a set of cardinality K+. We shall show that there is a subalgebra of 

FrX without the WFN. Let Ur and UZ be the ultrafilters of FrX generated by X and 

{ -x : x E X } respectively. Let 

B={bEFrX: bEU1 w bEDi}. 

Clearly B is a subalgebra of FrX. We claim that B does not have the K-FN. For Y &X, 

let BY = B f+ Fr Y. 

Claim 7.6.1. For every Y E [Xl%, BY is not a tc-subalgebra of B. 

Proof. Let x0 E Y and let xi, x2 be two distinct elements of X \ Y. Let 

b =x0 +x1 + -x2. 

Since b E Ul and b E U2, we have b E B. Let I = BY 1 6. We show that I is not 

< K-generated: let J be any subset of I of cardinality less than K. For c E J, we have 

c S x0. Since x0 is not an element of B, c is strictly less than x0. Let Y’ be a subset 

of Y of cardinality less than K such that J C By/. Let yi, y2 be two distinct elements 

of Y \ Y’. Let 

d = xo . yl . -y2. 
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Then we have d # U,, d $! UZ and d < x0. Hence d E By 1 b. But d is incomparable 

with every non-zero element of J. This proves the claim. 0 

Since there are club many C E [BIK of the form C = BY for Y E [XIK, it follows 

that B does not have the rc-FN by Proposition 3.1. Note that the implication (1) + (3) 

in Proposition 3.1 used here does not require the assumption of regularity of JC. This 

proves the proposition. 0 

A subalgebra of an openly generated Boolean algebra B is openly generated (i.e. has 

the FN) if and only if B has the Bockstein separation property ([lo]). 

Problem 7.7. Is there a Boolean algebra with the Bockstein separation property but 
without the WFA? 

In [7], the following partial answer to the problem is given: ij” B is stable and 
satisfies the ccc and the Bockstein separation property, then B has the WFN. Here 

a Boolean algebra B is said to be stable if, for any countable subset X of B, only 

countably many types over X are realized in B. 
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Note added in proof 

After this paper was submitted we found that the proof of (3) + (1) in Theorem 

3.3 is incorrect. The correct proof of the implication we know at the moment needs 

the following additional assumptions: 

(i) for every p B Ic of cofinality >, ic, ([n] <‘, G) has a cofinal subset of cardinality CL; 

(ii) for every p>rc of cofinality < JC, 0, holds. 

Thus, in Proposition 3.5, Theorem 6.2, (c) and Theorem 6.3, corresponding as- 

sumptions should be added. Meanwhile it is known that we do need some additional 

assumptions for (3) + (1) of Proposition 3.3: under the consistency strength of a 

huge cardinal, there is a model of ZFC in which we have a counter-example to 
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the implication. More details about these results are to be found in: S. Fuchino and 
Lajos Soukup; More set-theory around the weak Freese-Nation property, which is 

in preparation. 
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